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 ABOUT THE FILM It’s a long way to freedom, India! Six friends from North India migrate to Delhi to find work and better
their lives. But the streets of Delhi are not as they seem and they soon find themselves in the middle of a drug-smuggling

operation and have to escape their enemy for good. Raj, Saif, Ali, Salman, Arjun and Arnav have come to the capital city for
the best jobs. They are all successful professionals who have lost their jobs because of the economic recession. They are,
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therefore, very grateful to their friend Ramesh for setting them up in his hotel, the Grand. This is the best place for hiring for
now. Ramesh, the owner of the hotel, gives them excellent training. Soon they are doing well and Ramesh is impressed. He

sends them back to their respective cities with cash and orders them to expand the business. Things are going really well for the
six friends until one night, they are caught up in a drug-smuggling operation. They must escape their enemy and fly to a safer

place but their flight gets stalled. They have to spend the night in the airport. They are on the verge of being arrested when they
find a pilot friend, Arjun, whom they have never met. Arjun tells them they have no choice but to try to escape. They must take
off their shoes and get out of the airport. On the way out, they meet a young and extremely attractive girl, Anisha. Anisha is on a
flight to London. The friends decide to help her escape as well. Anisha needs money to pay for the trip but her parents refuse to

give it to her. The friends decide to steal the money. They try to reach the airport but they are locked in the airport itself.
Finally, they decide to fight their way out and get to the airport. To their shock, they find the airport virtually deserted. They

must escape from their enemy before they are caught. Ramesh is very disturbed to hear about the disappearance of his guests.
He comes to the airport looking for them. He meets Arjun and Anisha who tell him the friends are safely on the way to London.
Arjun also tells Ramesh that there is a criminal gang in operation. He is not sure whether Ramesh is involved or not but he wants

Ramesh to leave the airport. 82157476af
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